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EXECUTIVE SUMMERY 

Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (CWSSP) in Mtwara had been 

an important project that has brought a new look and hope to villagers that had 
lost hope to access clean and safe water for a long time. 
 
Following the survey done in the 8 villages, Mkonye, Mabatini, Mkwajuni, 

Ndumbwe, Nakada, Changarawe, Mihembe (Rudipe) and Dingwida it was noted 
that there was high demand for sustainable safe water, lack of hygiene & 
sanitation awareness, poor knowhow on the project ownership and 

management, operation and maintenance and lack of knowledge on the 
importance of contribution towards water supply services. 

 
It was therefore very important to start off by creating community awareness on 
issues pertaining to hygiene and sanitation and training the WATSAN committee 
members. This assignment was conducted by a facilitator from TAEEs in 

collaboration with counterpart staffs from Mtwara District council. Meetings were 
successful held though at some instances the attendance was a bit poor as a 
result of the ongoing agriculture activities where most villagers spent most of 
their time in their farms and failed to attend the scheduled meetings though this 

wasn’t the case to all villages. However, the project was positively accepted by 
all community members who promised to offer full support and cooperation to 
their village leaders in general and to WATSAN committee members in particular 
as well as the facilitation team. 

 

When it came to rehabilitation of the water supply systems at Nakada village, it 
was important to ensure that the existing conflict is solved before rehabilitation 

is done. The issue of conflict resolution was seen to have extended to the other 
village named Chekereni which was not noticed in the previous field visit. This 

was noted to have started after the district had decided to close the valve that 
was taking gravity water from the artesian well in Chemchem to the two 

villages, Nakada and Chekereni, without involving members of the two villages. 
This was done after they noticed that the water pressure at the source had 

reduced and irrigation scheme was getting less water to threaten its closure.   
This made the two villages to suspect the neighboring two villages namely Lilido 

and Chemchem (where the main source of water is situated) to have barred 
them from using water from that source and that is when the conflict began. 

 
Fortunately our team managed to solve the conflict by holding several village 
meetings (including small groups of people and village leaders and potential 

villagers) and  finally uniting the four villages together again joining them in one 
water user association which was named ‘Kitere Water User Association’ –  in 

Swahili  known as ‘Jumuiya ya watumia maji Kitere’). The committee formed 
was trained and taken for a tour so as to learn more from other successful 

villages. They were positive and willing to pass the information they got to their 
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fellow villagers, though they were tensed and didn’t know how their fellow 

villagers would despond. 
The response to the villagers was encouraging except for only one village Lilido 

in which it seemed not to have obtained/accepted the association. The other 
three villages suggested contributing for water Tsh. 50 per bucket. The Kitere 

WUA committee assured the team that they were going to persuade the Lilido 
people and all would be well. It was then recommended that for the effort of 

TAEEs and WaterFinns in Kitere to be embraced, then rehabilitation of the whole 
network system should take place so as to ensure that Chekereni and Nakada 

get water without any difficulty or else the conflict will have been taken to a 
higher level which in turn would worse than before.  

Todate, the relationship among villagers of these 4 villages is good and Nakada 
for instance had started contributing for a bucket of water fetched and they 

were able now to buy fuel to pump water to elevated tank. 
Generally the rehabilitation targeted to existing DPs in Nakada village and parts 

of water supply pipeline which is a galvanized steel pipe. However, due to 
existed situation that most parts of the pipeline had serious leakages, the 
rehabilitation extended to capture all parts which had leakage and this made 

TAEEs with support from district council to increase the budget to fix the leaking 
GS pipeline. 

 
On the other hand, phase II which started from July – December 2011 had three 

major roles namely i) recapping of what was trained in the previous phase, ii) 
demonstrating the fabrication of squatting slabs popularly known in Swahili as 

“Choo Cha Sungura” which were to be fixed in their improved toilets. Finally was 
the construction of rainwater harvesting tanks 10m3 in two villages of Rudipe 

and Ding’wida. All assignments were done successfully and many villages (men 
and women) gathered to be taught on how to fabricate the slabs. The turn-up 

was tremendous and people came in multitude. Local fundi (counterpart staff) 
were taken from DC to make up a facilitation team and the demo went 

successful in all villages. In each village, squatting slabs were fabricated as 

demo and many villagers were given free of charge to take the demo slabs to fix 
in their home toilets.  
Finally, regardless the challenges that emerged during RWHT construction such 
as construction of water collection structure in Rudipe, the rest went well and 

there was tremendous village support men, women and children all came to 
learn on how the Ferro-cement water tank was be constructed especially using 
the wire mesh. Initially, everybody thought TAEEs team has gone mad and it is 
impossible to construct such a big structure without concrete and reinforcement. 

However, as time went on, they came to realize that everything is possible. 
Finally the water tanks were built occupying 12m3 instead of 10m3 initially 
planned. Each village selected 4 volunteers who were taught from each point 
until the tank was complete and they deeply appreciated and promised to be the 

village fundis specialized in constructing RWHTs. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 Background information.  

The community water supply and sanitation project (CWSSP) was initially 

implemented by (TWESA) in 2005 – 2007 in ten villages during the first phase of 
the project. During this period a total of 19 shallow wells were rehabilitated and 

altogether. About 25000 people benefited from the improved water supply 
system. The second phase of the project was planned to be implemented in 

2008–2010 in ten new villages in Mtwara Rural District, with the aim of 
rehabilitating 14 more shallow wells in the selected villages. 
However, only shallow wells from 5 villages were a successfully rehabilitated. Of 

the 5 villages, one shallow well was no longer functioning and the remaining 
shallow wells from 4 villages had less water. 

 
WaterFinns entered into a new agreement with Tanzania Association of 

Environmental Engineers (TAEEs) in 2010. To start with, TAEEs carried out a 
baseline survey in 10 villages that were meant for the second phase of 2008-

2010. Of the 10 villages, only 8 villages namely Mkonye, Nakada, Mabatini, 
Mkwajuni chini, Ndumbwe, Changarawe, Mihembe (Rudipe) and Ding’wida were 

earmarked for implementation to be carried out immediately.  
 

A Cooperation agreement between TAEEs and Mtwara District Council (MDC) 
was then signed on the 19th day of May 2011. This was to ensure their 

commitment in office provision and counterpart staff provision during the whole 

period of project implementation. 
 
The project implementation was divided into two phases. The first phase of the 
project which took place from January – June 2011 was divided into four major 

activities including; project introduction, training WATSAN committee members 
and awareness creation on the matters pertaining to hygiene and sanitation  to 
community members, Conflict resolution and rehabilitation of Nakada village 
domestic water points (DPs). 

 
The second phase of implementation mainly involved a recap to all facilitation 
activities conducted in phase covering the 8 project villages as a follow up to the 
project on previous trainings, molding and demonstrating squatting slabs and 

construction of rain water harvesting tanks in two of the project villages namely 
Ding’wida and Rudipe.   
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1.1 Introduction 

The Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (CWSSP) in Mtwara has 

been designed to improve the sustainability of water supply and hygiene & 
sanitation facilities of selected village communities i.e. Mkonye, Mabatini, 

Changarawe, Mkwajuni, Ndumbwe, (Rudipe), Ding’wida, and Nakada in Mtwara 
rural District in southern Tanzania through improved and sustained access to 
reliable, adequate, safe and affordable water and by development of user 
managed water supply system (UMWSS)  

 

1.1.1 Project objectives 

The general objective of CWSSP was to strengthen community capacity to plan, 
implement, operate and maintain their facilities through community 

participation, formation and training of WATSAN committee members and Water 
User Entities (WUEs) and sensitization of community members towards good 
hygiene practices. 
  

 
The specific objectives of the project included the following: 

• Provision of a more focused hygiene education to help them take 

advantages of water supply facilities to improve behavior change towards  
hygiene and sanitation practices. 

• Resolve the conflict that existed in Kitere Ward particularly involving the 
four villages (Chemchem, Lilido, Nakada and Chekereni) 

• Assisting the local communities to undertake major roles in the planning 
and designing process of their own projects 

• Encouraging  community members towards contribution of water acount 
• Train communities to monitor project implementation progress 

• Assisting the communities to establish Water User Entities (WUEs) and 
build their capacities 

• To rehabilitation of the two DPs in Nakada and one DP in Lilido and partly 
the water supply network 

• Construction of  two rain water harvest tanks (RWHT) in Rudipe and 
Ding’wida villages 

• Ensure each and everyone realize the need of having an improved latrine 
at household level so as to get rid of waterborne disease and to reduce the 
number of people suffering from those diseases especially during rainy 

seasons through constructing improved latrines as taught by the technical 
team. 

1.1.2 Project implementation 

 
The project implementation involved; project introduction, Capacity building, 

Conflict resolution, Recap and demo on latrine squatting slabs, Rehabilitation & 
construction of rain water harvesting tanks,  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

2.0 Introduction of the Project to Community Members 

 

The project introduction purposely targeted local community to deepen their 
understanding on hygiene and sanitation issues as well as water supply 

concerns including management, O&M and community involvement towards 
project implementation in the four new project villages conducted by the 

facilitation team. This exercise took a total of eight days, i.e. two days in each 
village namely Ding’wida, Nakada, Mihembe (Rudipe) and Changarawe. It all 

started by community members, to confirm the existence of WATSAN 
committees and/or WUEs in their areas and to clarify the project objective, 

which is to improve and sustain access to reliable, adequate, safe and affordable 
water.    
The team also conducted hygiene and sanitation awareness services where the 

community members were sensitized on the benefits of using ventilated 
improved pit latrines, hygiene practices that promote good health, such as using 
improved water supply, using clean containers for fetching and storing water, 
boiling and filtering of water before drinking, stop people defecating near water 

sources or reckless littering of them, use water for hand washing and keeping 
their environment clean to mention a few. Each village was visited separately 
and the following were general responses observed by facilitation team: 

• The village meetings were not well-organized, hence poor attendance by 

the villagers, the situation which was highly facilitated by the rainy season 
where many villagers were busy preparing their farms.In some 

Communities, members knew the importance of water contribution but 
they lack trust towards their committee leaders since they had been 

contributing into the water account but their money had been misused by 

that water committee leaders in their villages. As a result, they stopped 
contributing. 

• Water was a scarce resource. During the meeting community members in 
changarawe village, the villagers complained that they spend much time 

searching for water, the situation that becomes worse during dry season. 
The villagers also reported that they normally fetch their waters for 
domestic use at Mbuo village, which is situated very far from their 
location. 

• Most of the community members were not aware of hygiene and 
sanitation facilities such as hand washing and  bathing to mention a few. 
Also, some household visited had no latrines, others had temporary and 
unsafe latrines, while at most instances, the home surroundings for these 

households were full of bushes of which some people used to easy 
themselves. 
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Table 1: Timetable for Project introduction 

 

Name of village Date of visit Topics covered Remarks 

Mkonye 21-22 March 
2011 

-Project introduction 
to community 
members, -

confirmation of 
WATSAN committee 

members 

-Hygiene & sanitation 

awareness to 
community members 

Meetings were 
successfully 
conducted, 

although the 
attendance was 

poor due to the 
fact that it was 

an agricultural 
season and 

most of them 
were in their 

farms. 

Nakada 

23-24 March 

2011 
As indicated above As indicated 

above 

Mihembe 
(Rudipe) 

25-26 March 
2011 

As indicated above As indicated 
above 

Changarawe 28-29 March 
2011 

As indicated above As indicated 
above 

 

2.1 Training to WATSAN committees 

 

Facilitation team conducted training session in the eight project villages and the 
following topics were covered: 

• Leadership skills and responsibilities of village leaders 
• Roles and responsibilities of WATSAN committee members 

• Action plans for the implementation of community water and 

sanitation activities 
 

 

 2.1.1 Training objectives 

 

Training session aimed at increasing knowledge, skills, confidence and team 
work among WATSAN committee members and local leaders and to enable them 
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to lead community members in initiating, planning, implementing and managing 

their own water facilities and to promote hygiene and sanitation actions. Focus 
was based on the following: 

• To strengthen WATSAN committee members and local leaders capacity to 
plan, implement, operate and maintain their facilities through community 

participation, 
• Reminding WATSAN committee members and local leaders on their roles 

and responsibilities in the whole process of implementation and 
supervision of water and sanitation projects,  

• Sensitize WATSAN committee members and local leaders in better hygiene 
practices being achieved in order to maximize health benefits and ensure 

sustainability of water supply schemes through community ownership and 
management. 

 
Methods used during training session were presentations and group discussions 

where participants exchanged ideas and experiences on the topics that were 
taught. The materials used during these trainings were: 

1. Exercise books 
2. Pens 
3. Flip charts 
4. Marker pens 
5. Masking tapes 

 
Table 2: Training sessions to WATSAN committees and local leaders 

Name of 
village 

Date of 
visit 

Topics covered Methodology Remarks 

Ding’wida 

30th 

March 
2011 

-Leadership 
skills, roles and 
responsibilities 

of village 
leaders 

-Roles and 
responsibilities 

of WATSAN 
committee 

members 

-Action plans for 
the 
implementation 
of water and 

sanitation 
activities. 

Presentation, 

Plenary 
discussions  

-Participant’s 
attendance was poor. 

-Poor arrangement of 
the training by village 

leaders. 
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Name of 

village 

Date of 

visit 
Topics covered Methodology Remarks 

Mkwajuni 

chini 

1st April 

2011 
As  above As  above 

The village were not 
informed about the 
training on time, 

training session was 

postponed till the next 
day 

Ndumbwe 
2nd April 
2011 

As  above As  above 

Participants were well 
organized and 

prepared for the 
training, they all 

demanded payments 
of which consumed 

much time by 
facilitators to 

harmonize the 

situation. 

Mabatini 
4th April 

2011 
As  above As  above 

Letter for the visit 
didn’t reach to the 
village, the training 

were not well 
organized since the 
leaders did not give 
maximum support. 

Mkonye 
5th April 
2011 

As  above As  above 

Village leaders were 

well organized, 
attendance was good. 

Mihembe 
(Rudipe) 

6th April 
2011 

As  above As  above 
Good number of 
participants, leaders 
were well organized 

Changara
we 

8th April 
2011 

As  above As  above 
Attendance was v 
satisfactory, few local 

leaders attended 

Nakada 
9th April 

2011 
As  above As  above 

Facilitation team faced 

difficulties to reach to 

the village due to poor 
infrastructure 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 Conflict resolution 

 
During the baseline survey, it was realized that the Nakada village had a conflict 

yet it was the village where rehabilitation was to take place in the first six 

months of the project. Therefore the team began with settling down the conflict.  

 
This was achieved through holding public meetings , which were scheduled, in 

two different periods. The methods used were to physically visit the site and to 
hold meetings with both the village leaders and all members of each village. 

 

3.1 Methodology 

• Site visit  
The team conducted physical observation at the water source, water supply 

network, storage tanks, and domestic water points (DPs) to witness what and 
how the system was performing and what was missing. This was important 

before they met with village leaders and community members from all villages. 

There truly existed a water source and the conflict was evidently confirmed 
during the site visit since the people of Chemchem were seen to have owned the 
water and directed it to their rice plantation.  
 

• First Meeting with village leaders 
This was the first time the team met with the village leaders from each village 
separately to explore more on the information about the magnitude of the 
conflict, its nature, its cause and source. During the meetings, the following 

were discussed: 
1. Availability of WATSAN committee in each village 
2. Source of water in each village 
3. Existence of conflict; its nature, cause and source 
4. Resolution of conflict and way foward 
5. Operation and maintenance capacity of the system 

 
It was noted that the WATSAN committee existed in each village with an 
exception of  Chekereni village. However, the existing WATSAN committees 

were not strong enough to operate and maintain the project. 
 

3.2 Evaluation of the conflict  

 

This was the first attempt to solve the existing conflict where the team 
discovered that there was an existing water supply network that served the 4 
villages Chemchem, Lilido, Nakada and Chekereni. The network was constructed 
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in 1952 and the gravity scheme line was made to supply water to all the four 

villages.  
The network also served the dispensary located at Chekereni, which offers 

medical services to nearly all villages within Kitere ward. As time went by, the 
water pressure at the gravity scheme declined which made the district authority 

to close valves of the gravity network system at Nakada village. This Forced the 
Chekereni and Nakada villagers to access water through the pumping system or 

fetch by bucket from Lilido or Chemchem villages. 
 

The action of closing the valves by the district without involving the community 
members from these two villages (Chekereni and Nakada) triggered the rise of 

the conflict. Later on a pumping system was introduced where the two villages 
(Nakada and Chekereni and 2 sub-villages of Lilido village) had to fund for fuel 

so as water could be pumped to the storage tank at Lilido to serve them. This 
situation really pained the 2 villages since they failed to understand why they 

were made to pay for water yet they had been getting it free of charge. This 
went to an extent at which the people of Chekereni had to block their neighbors 
from getting treatment from the ward dispensary. Even though this was the 

case, it was noticed that the villagers lost hope in the pump operator and the 
ward water committee who used to cheat the villagers that in order to fully 

pump water into the tank, it required 40liters of diesel of which this was not 
true. The management at that time used to squander money hence the villagers 

lost trust in them after they found out that the pump required only 25liters to fill 
the tank. 

 
Last but not least, the people of Chemchem where the source of water is are 

mostly farmers who irrigate rice. They acquire water from the gravity system for 
free yet they irrigate their farms by damaging the taps (full time overflow at the 

taps) whereby taps had been left out to flow 24 hours. This facilitated to the 
reduction of water pressure in the system and hence widened the magnitude of 

the conflict. 

Lack of strong self-standing, registered and honest water user entity (WUE) that 
would have united the four villages became another factor to contribute to 
enlargement of the conflict magnitude. The following were the factors noted to 
have contributed to the existence of conflict to the villages: 

• Lack of community involvement in decision making by the district 
authority 

• Mismanagement of funds by the existed WUE 
• People at the agriculture (irrigation) in Chemchem needed more 

water for irrigation purposes 
• Lack of legal and trusted WUE 
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3.2 Second meeting of ending the conflict 

 

The team went back for the second time hopping for the best after the first 

round of resolving the conflict failed. Meetings were held with the village leaders 

in the four villages (Chekereni, Lilido, Nakada and Chemchem); each village 

separately, in order to have a discussion and to further explore the issue of 

water user entity (WUA) formulation as an agenda to be discussed during the 

village meetings. Also, to arrange the time and venue on which the village 

meetings would take place. 

The following is what took place during the second time of the conflict 

resolution: 

• Village meeting from Lilido, Nakada Chemchem and Chekereni  

• Training the selected members from each village altogether  

• Study tour to successful villages 

• Feedback on the study tour to fellow villagers 

3.2.1 Village meeting from Chekereni Chemchem, Nakada and Lilido 

• Chekereni 

This was the village that had most grievances since they were not benefiting 

from the water network. They were the most resistant group ever since the 

team started resolving the conflict that existed between the four villages. When 

the team introduced the WUA, most of them were not willing to be part of the 

network but they partially decided to give it a try. They were then asked to 

select four representatives amongst themselves, who were to represent them in 

the WUA body and the following community members were chosen: - 

i) Mr. Aziz Mule 

ii) Mr. Mohamed Mpungula 

iii) Miss Esha Hatibu 

iv) Miss Fatuma Fakiji  

 

• Chemchem 

This is the village where the water source is situated.  Formation of WUE in this 

village was not very difficulty; where by the facilitation team did not face many 

difficulties in introducing it to the village members. However, it was noticed that, 

the villagers had intentionally damaged their water taps in order for water to 

flow towards their rice plantation throughout the year and free of charge. 
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This was considered as one of the major reason as to why the water tank that 

served Nakada village took longer period of time to be filled with water.  This 

fact really contributed more to the existence of the conflicts in the area. After 

long discussion with the village management, the village chairman assured the 

facilitation team that they were going to fix the water taps as soon as possible in 

order to solve the water loss problem, for the benefit of all villagers. 

They were then asked to select their representatives from amongst the 

attendants and the following were selected:- 

i) Mr Hassan Mkahakala 

ii) Mr Ahamad. M. Mnungano 

iii) Miss Fatuma. M. Namandwanga 

iv) Miss Somoe. A. Lingande 

 

• Nakada 

This was our target village since it was the only village in this ward that was 

selected among the 8 villages for rehabilitation. Rehabilitation was done in this 

village but it could have been useless if the facilitation was not done and the 

existing conflict not resolved. 

In this village, we found out that the WATSAN committee chairman was very 

concerned about his villagers accessing water. When the team went to inform 

the village leader about the village meeting and setting the dates and time for 

the meetings, they were found digging and identifying leakages in their village 

and making necessary repairs. This really impressed the team since it was noted 

that training the WATSAN committee members enabled them understand and 

own the project and undertake O&M at their capacity.  

In this village, the villages were happy to see the team and of course agreed on 

the formation of WUA with other villages. From the villagers who attended the 

meeting, four of them were selected to represent the rest at the WUAthat was to 

be formed. The following persons were elected:- 

• Miss Somoe. M. Nasoro 

• Miss Asha. H. Bakari 

• Mr Said Hassan 

• Mr. Yusuf Said 
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• Lilido  

This is the village where the team winded up with the village meetings and it 

was difficult since people of this village did not want to understand why our 

team wanted to unite them with the Chekereni people and the Nakada people. 

Despite the fact that they were getting water by gravity they were still not 

willing to join the network. 

After the facilitator had talked about the importance of forming the WUE, they 

partly decided to join not because they were willing but just because their fellow 

villages had joined. They as well selected four members amongst them whom 

were to join the rest in the training.  They included:- 

i) Mr. Anafi. A. Nangonda 

ii) Mr. Salum Mtalu 

iii) Miss Esha a. Bakari 

iv)         Miss Asha. M. Rashid 

After selection of four representatives from each village, the sixteen members 

all together, were to undergo a training in which there after, they were to 

choose their user name and start on the process of registering their entity.  

3.3 Training the selected members of the Water User Entity  

Trainings were conducted where by all the selected members from each village 

were brought at one place and trained together. 

The training took 7 days whereby; 

• 6 days were an indoor seminars (in classroom), 

• 1-day study tour to visit the villages that have already formed the 

WUAand they are successful.  

• Six days in door seminars 

The aim of the 6 days training was to assist, build the capacity and 

strengthen community and enable them to understand and own their project 

and at the same time being able to well manage it. 

3.3.1 Objectives  

Our main objective was to completely end the conflict and also to: 

•  Ensure that at the end of the trainings the community members in 

Chemchem, Lilido, Nakada, and Chekereni are able to plan, implement, 

manage, operate and maintain their own water facilities through full 
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participation on the issues related to water since “water is life” and they 

highly in need of it. 

• It was also aimed at educating the members on their roles and duties of 

the WUA they were about to form so that they could go into their own 

villages and share the knowledge with the rest of the villagers. 

 

3.3.2 Approach to the training 

Members were provided with writing materials i.e. exercise books and pens for 

them to write down whatever they were taught. They started by introducing 

themselves by their names and the village of which they were coming from, and 

then they voted for leaders amongst the 16 of them. Voting was conducted 

through secret ballot where the participants nominated 2 candidates to be voted 

for. Voting was successfully conducted and the team counted and announced 

the results and Leaders voted for included: - 

• Chairperson - Mr. Aziz Mule (Chekereni)  

• Secretary – Mr. Mohamed Mpapungula (Chekereni) 

• Treasure – Miss Asha. M. Rashid (Lilido) 

A member suggested that the runners up should be the assistants to the 

selected leaders and many seconded him. Therefore those who were not able to 

secure post in the voting were made to be the assistants. They included:- 

• Assistant chairperson – Miss Somoe Ligande (Chemchem) 

• Assistant secretary – Miss Asha. A. Bakari (Lilido) 

• Assistant treasurer – Mr. Said Hassan (Nakada) 

The WUA was then divided into 3 committees namely: 

i) Hygiene and sanitation, 

ii) Planning and finance, 

iii) Operation and maintenance. 

Each committee was taught on their responsibilities and they noted them down. 

The mode of training was mainly non-formal, whereby the facilitator used 

flipcharts and marker pens to write all the information’s, so that it could be 

visible to all members in the room. 

3.3.3 Group discussion  

Members were then divided randomly in four groups where they were meant to 

discuss on the following issues; 

• Challenges faced by them in the water project/network in Kitere 

• How better the mentioned problems/ challenges could be solved 
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The outcome of the discussion was as follows: 

a) Challenges that are facing the water project/network in Kitere 
1. The community had not owned the project 

2. Lack education on hygiene and sanitation 
3. Poor/ improper pipes layout on the network 

4. The community not knowing the importance of contributing to water 

basket fund 

5. Declined  pressure at the water source - Chemchem 

6. Increased population 
7. Use of the same water source for irrigation (multiuse ) 

8. Poor infrastructure 
9. Existence of the conflict 
10.  Improper usage of water 

     b) Suggestions on to how the mentioned problems could be solved 

The committee discussed on how they could overcome the problems that 

hinders them in their project. And this is what they came up with: - 

1. To educate the community so that it recognizes the importance of owning 

the project  

2. Provide hygiene and sanitation education 
3. Rehabilitation of the whole network since it has been there for so long 
4. Encouraging the villagers to contribute for water 
5. To control usage of water by putting meters so as to be sure of the 

amount of water used 

6. To ensure security is provided on the water facilities 
7. Properly management of formed the WUA by elected leaders 

8. Involve the villagers on everything that is happening 
9. Looking for new sources of water through the aid of the district 

The facilitator stressed and taught them that, in order for them to succeed, they 

should to be united, volunteer to work towards the community, be open/ 

transparent and be able to plan, control, manage and operate the project by 

themselves. 

3.4 Study tour to successful villages 

The team was taken for a trip as a study tour to villages that had already 

formed WUA and were successful. These villages were Mbuo and Mbawala chini. 

During this period, the team was able to learn from their fellows and they were 

able to ask very many questions on; 
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• How to secure the facilities at the DPs 

• How to approach the villagers on the issue of sensitization 

• What challenges that could be encountered 

• How to face the challenges 

• Mode of money collection 

• The responsibilities 

3.4.1 Results of the study tour 

After the trip, the members were able to form their own user association which 

they named “jumuiya ya watumiaji maji Kitere” 

 They also managed to go through the constitution and they passed it through. 

After that, they sat down and discussed on how much they were willing to 

contribute for water, either per bucket or per household monthly 

The y also made a work plan that they were going to start working on 

3.4.2 Their conclusive remarks/opinions 

The following were the comments gathered from the members after the whole 

training session. 

1. They were so grateful for the training 
2. They were happy to form the WUA 

3. They were happy to be given allowances though they complained that it 

was too little 

4. They enjoyed the trip since they were enlightened through it 
5. They complained that the training period was too short and that they 

needed more time 

6. They insisted that the network must be rehabilitated otherwise the conflict 

will grow more stronger than it used to be 

3.4.3 Feedback on the study tour to fellow villagers 

After accomplishment of the whole process of training, the training participants 

had to take whatever they had learnt to their fellow villagers. This was done by 

all the 16 members of the entity to each and every village starting from 

Chekereni, then to Nakada, Lilido, and finally Chemchem. During the feedback 

process, the members introduced the WUA to the community members and then 

the villagers were asked to suggest on what price they were ready to pay as 

their contribution towards water. 

This was a very difficult step and as the members of the WUA, the team got 

challenged. Especially in Lilido village where it was clearly seen that the villagers 
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there weren’t ready to contribute for water after they themselves had suggested 

to contribute Tsh 300 per household monthly. In  Chemchem, Nakada and 

Chekereni, they were ready to contribute per bucket Tsh50. 

 

3.5 CONCLUSION  

It was concluded that, in order for the existing conflict to be fully resolved, it 

must be ensured that the people of Chekereni get water. This could be achieved 

by rehabilitating the whole network system due to the fact that the existing 

pipes have so many leakages (rotten) (have been there since 1952) or else the 

conflict would have been triggered once again.  

However, todate, the rehabilitation of existing pipe network hadn’t taken place 

due to high cost that will be involved which might go to approximately 600-800 

million Tanzania shillings (£ 272,727.27 – 363,636.36) 

3.6 RECOMMENDATION 

• There should be frequent monitoring and evaluation of the project in this 

area to check on the progress of the Entity and progress of conflict 

declining  

• There should be continuous or regular trainings on capacity building to 

ensure stabilization of the WUA 

• It is important to rehabilitate the whole water supply network system and 

its facilities  in order for people to have assured and continuous water 

supply 

NOTE 

The Mtwara district council has taken an initiative to see into it that the system 

is rehabilitated and that the people of Chekereni are getting water. This was 

noticed in November during monitoring of the project, though it still needs 

complete system rehabilitation since there were more leakages encountered at 

the whole piping network. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  

4.0 Recap training and demonstration of squatting slabs 

This was the second phase of the project; it discusses the two parts that had 
been involved in the implementation of this project, which includes facilitation as 

well as technical. 

In this second phase of implementation, a recap to all phase I facilitation 
activities was conducted to the 8 project villages as a follow up to the project 

and previous trainings and the following areas were covered during facilitation 
services 

• Recap on the previous trainings whereby the trainees were asked on what 

they remembered from the last training (phase I) to test their 
understanding and if they still remember what they were taught. They 

mentioned some of the topics, which they needed to be recapped 
(reviewed) on. Thereafter, the facilitators did recap on the following:- 

o Leadership skills and responsibilities of village leaders,  
o Roles and responsibilities of WUA and WATSAN committee leaders 

and  
o Action plan for the implementation of water and sanitation projects. 

• Training WATSAN committee members on financial management of water 
funds. 

 
On the technical side, there was only one assignment which was to train local 

artisans, villagers and WATSAN committee on latrine technology and the uses of 

improved hygiene practices through molding and demonstrating casting slabs 
and finally to mobilize local artisans (fundis) on the preparation to construct 

rainwater harvesting tanks. 
The motive behind to this exercise was to train local artisans from each village 

to gain knowledge to cast squatting slabs at their capacity and also construct 
rainwater tanks in our absence. 

There was good reception of all activities conducted and community members 
were generally  cooperative and supportive though in few villages, there 

occurred few challenges such as people being late to attend the meetings, late 
arrival in the training venue and participants demanding for sitting allowances. 

 

4.1   Objectives of the recap training session 

The objective of the recap phase based to strengthen community capacity to 
plan, implement, operate and maintain their facilities through community 
participation, training of WATSAN committees and Water user groups in better 
hygiene practices being achieved in order to maximize health benefits and 

ensure sustainability of water supply schemes through community ownership 
and management. Facilitation team conducted training session to the project 
villages and focus was based on the following: 
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• Assist communities to plan, construct, operate and maintain their own 

water and sanitation facilities. 

• Provide focused hygiene education to help them take advantage of water 
facilities to improve their health. 

• Facilitate communities towards contribution of water services at their 
locality. 

• Ensure each and everyone realizes the need of having an improved latrine 

at household level so as to get rid of water borne diseases and to reduce 
the number of people suffering from those diseases especially during the 

rainy seasons through constructing improved latrines as taught by the 
technical team. 

 

Table 3: Training sessions to WATSAN committee members (facilitation part) 

Village Name 

visit Date 
Topics 
covered 

Methodology Remarks 
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Village Name 

visit Date 
Topics 

covered 
Methodology Remarks 

 

 

Mkonye 

 

 

23/08/2011 

-Recap on 
the previous 
topics 

-Water funds 
management 

-Presentation 

-Plenary 

discussion 

-Good 

arrangement of 
the training by 
village leaders 

- Good 
attendance of 

participants 

Rudipe/Mihembe 24/08/2011 -do- -do- 

-Poor preparation 
of the training, 
the village has no 

school so no 
venue to conduct 
training 

Changarawe 25/08/2011 -do- -do- 

-Good 
attendance of 

participants 

-Participants 
were prepared 
for the training 

 

Ding’wida 

 

26/o8/2011 

 

-do- 

 

-do- 

 

-Good 
attendance 

 

Mkwajuni chini 

 

27/08/2011 

 

-do- 

 

-do- 

-Participants 

were well 
prepared 

Ndumbwe 28/08/2011 -do- -do- -Poor preparation 
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Village Name 

visit Date 
Topics 

covered 
Methodology Remarks 

-Training was not 

successful 
because 
members 

demanded sitting 
allowances 

 

Mabatini 

 

29/08/2011 

 

-do- 

 

-do- 

-Training was 

well prepared 

 

Nakada 

 

29/08/2011 
-do- -do- 

-All participants 

attended 
including village 

leaders 

 

Table 4: Successes and challenges encountered during the training 

Village 

name 
Successes Challenges 

 
Mkonye 

 

• Training was done 
successfully 

• Village leaders were 
organized and well 
prepared 
 

• Water account have not yet been 
opened 

• Village chairman died,that delayed 
the implementation of their plan 

• water funds contributions have been 
not yet collected 

• Some villagers have not adopted 
hygiene practices that promote good 
health such as hand washing, 

keeping latrine clean, and keeping 
home surroundings clean etc. 

• Demand for water is very high, 
villagers normally use water from 

traditional wells which is neither 
clean nor safe. 

Rudipe/ 

Mihembe 

• WATSAN committee 
managed to collect 

Tsh. 34,000 since 

• The village is newly established so 
still has many challenges such as 

awareness on cost sharing towards 
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Village 

name 
Successes Challenges 

June  
• Two meetings were  

held to mobilize 
villagers on the 
adoption of 
improved hygiene 

practices 

different projects 
• No water funds account which delays 
the collection of water funds 
contributions. 

• Demand for water is very high; 
villagers still use unsafe water from 

traditional wells. 

Changarawe 

• -WATSAN 
committee is very 

active 

• -Mobilization 
campaigns still 

going on about 
water funds 

contributions and 
improved hygiene 

behaviors 

• No water project exist so demand for 

water is very high 
• Villagers still use unsafe water for 
domestic uses and get clean water 
from the nearby village, i.e. Mbuo 

 

Ding’wida 

• Water account has 

already opened with 
Tsh. 50,000.Water 
is sold on Tsh10 per 

bucket, about 
30,000 Tsh is 
collected per month 

• The existing water infrastructure 
needs some rehabilitation 

• Demand for water is high 

Mkwajuni 

chini 

• Attendance was a 
bit poor as some 
members 
demanded for 

sitting allowances 

• Participants highly demanded sitting 

allowances which made their 
attendance to be poor 

• Demand for water is very high, all 
villagers depends to only one shallow 

well to get clean water hence spend 

much of their time to fetch water 

Mabatini 

• Training was done 
successfully 

• All WATSAN 

committee 
members 

participated in the 
training 

• The previous committee that 
received training was replaced by the 

new one and handed over water 
account with Tsh. 145,000 and cash 

in hand Tsh. 18,000. 
• No activities has done so far as per 
plan of the first training 

Ndumbwe Not successful 
• WATSAN committee members 
refused to attend the training 

because there were no allowances 
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Village 

name 
Successes Challenges 

set aside for them.Village leaders 
attended to the other meeting so 

they were not there to clear the 
situation 

• The committee was replaced by the 
old one which received training in the 

first phase hence made it difficult to 
cope to the second training. 

Nakada 

• Training was done 
successfully 

• Community 
awareness towards 

modern hygiene 
practices was done 

through village 
meetings 

• Water is sold on Tsh 
100 per bucket and 

the money is used 
for operation and 
maintenance of 
their water 

infrastructure. 

• There is a delay in the 
implementation of the project, 

villagers support on the contribution 
of water funds is very low 

• Water funds account is not yet 
opened which result to the delay in 

the collection of water funds 
• The existing water infrastructure is in 
bad condition, water tank is leaking 
so a lot of water is lost before 
reaching to consumers 

• Nearly the rehabilitation of the 

network system is highly 

recommended 

 

4.2 Demonstration on the squatting slabs   

Table 5: molding and demonstration sessions in the 8 villages (technical part) 

Village Methodology  Remarks  Challenges  

Nakada 

• Apply grease on 
the depressed 

side of the 

sanplate 

• Use cement 

sand and 

aggregate in 

the ratio of 

1;2;3 

respectively 

• Mix well and fill 

• excellent 
participation 

from the 

villagers 

H&S committee is 

present 

Attendance was not 

good due to the high 

cashewnut harvest 

season 

Mkonye  

• Good 
attendance 

• Excellent 
participation 

their water tests salty  
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in the plate, 

and ensure 

there is a wire 

mesh to  

strengthen the 

mould  

• leave the 
concrete for 2 

days then 

remove the slab 

from the plate 

and cure for 

7days 

• after that, the 
slab should be 

ready to be 

placed in a well 

dug latrine 

though 

continual curing 

for 21 days 

could be 

preferable  

Good attendance 

Ndumbwe  

• poor attendance 
since only 4 

people turned 

up 

• Participants highly 
demanded allowances 

• villagers have a very 
poor attitude towards 

water projects 

Changarawe 

• good 
attendance  

• villagers were 
very grieved 

because of their 

intense water 

problem  

• good 
participation by 

the villagers 

Inactive H&S 

committee 

• -Demand for water is 

very high, all villagers 

depend on water 

from Mbuo 4km or 

 Ndumbwe 5km away 

Mabatini   

• Excellent 
participation 

• The demo was 

as a business 

opportunity to 

them 

• Committed to 

H&S 

Inactive H&S 

committee  

Attendance was not 

good due to the peak 

cashew nut harvest 

season 

Mkwajuni chini  

• Well prepared 

• Good 
participation 

Inactive H&S 

• Demand for water 

Attendance was not 

good due to the high 

cashew nut harvest 
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committee  season 

Rudipe(Mihembe)  

• excellent 
participation 

from the 

villagers 

• The demo was 

as a business 

opportunity to 

them 

Inactive H&S 

committee 

• Attendance was not 
good due to the peak 

cashewnut harvest 

season 

Demand for water is 

very high 

Ding’wida  

• Inactive H&S 
committee 

Good 

participation 

• Attendance was not 
good due to the high 

cashew nut harvest 

season 

Demand for water is 

very high 

 

NOTE:   

o Members of some villages were enlightened with the latrine squatting 
slabs demonstration and they wish to make their own slabs and even sell 
them to their fellow villagers though they lack the models and wished to 

have at least 10 models per village. 

o The villagers were also very happy to receive hygiene and sanitation 

training once again since they said that it reminded them of their duties 

towards up keeping of their environment and also seeing TAEEs coming 
again to their villages 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 CONSTRUCTION OF RAIN WATER HARVESTING TANKS IN RUDIPE AND 

DING’WIDA VILLAGES 

After the recap on the trainings, phase two of the project implementation was 

set to include the construction of the rain water harvesting tanks which were to 

be built in two villages named Ding’wida and Rudipe. 

5.1 Survey on where the rainwater-harvesting tanks should be built 

In July 2011, the team visited the two villages Rudipe and Ding’wida in order to 

survey on where the tank could suitably be built so that arrangements could be 

made earlier enough. During the survey, it was discovered that there was no 

specific piece of land to construct the tank, and neither the government had 

space for more development in these villages. The only area that was available 

in Rudipe village was a bit far and was meant for school construction. Since 

there was no an open/free space owned by the government, there was a need 

to search for a suitable position where the tank could be located.  

5.1.1 Rudipe (Mihembe) village 

In this village, there was no any commercial place where the rain water 

harvesting tank could be built, neither was there any house constructed of iron 

sheets, a case that forced the construction of at least a structure made of iron 

sheet that could be used in collecting water into the 10,000 liters tank during 

rainy season that was to be constructed. This in turn would increase the cost of 

construction. 

The village chairperson in this village suggested his own area to be used to build 

the RWHT. But the issue was left to be taken back to the villagers and to be 

discussed by all members of the village. The villagers were left to decide on 

where the tank should be situated. When the team came back  one month later, 

the villagers had already identified a place where the construction could take 

place but this time it was another different place from the one offered by the 

village chairperson before.  

5.1.2 Ding’wida village  

This village was seen to have a public cereals storage house where the rain 

could be trapped and directed to water harvesting tank to be built. The area 

next to the house belonged to someone; therefore they had to as well meet all 

the villagers together with the owner of that piece of land so that they could 

urge the owner to offer the space for the construction of RWHT for the benefit of 

the fellow villagers. When the team came back  a month later, the owner of the 

land had already agreed to offer his land for RWHT construction. 
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The team went back to the District Council to inform them about the land 

offered by specific persons in both the villages. The water engineer advised that 

it was important to officially enter into an agreement with the owners of the land 

so as to prevent future problems that could arise either from the owner himself 

claiming back his land or even his sons, grandchildren or great grandchildren. 

5.1.3 Agreement  

A drafted copy of a land contract from the district council was edited and four 

copies printed. The contract basically stated that the owner freely offered his 

piece of land for the development of his own village and neither him nor any of 

his family members would want the land back at any given time. Arrangements 

were made and the contract was signed before a lawyer.  The landowner, his 

witness, the village chairperson , the District Water Engineer and the District 

Lawyer officially signed the contract.  

5.2 Construction of rainwater harvesting tank  

 With the aid of the district council, TAEEs had been able to successfully 

construct the rainwater harvesting tanks  in Rudipe and Ding’wida villages. The 

villagers in both the villages highly participated in ensuring that the process was 

a success, in that they were ready to learn and help handily in whenever they 

were required to. 

5.2.1 Rudipe 

a) Water Storage Tank 

In this village people participated in the construction of the rain water tanks were 

a bit fewer compared to the previous village. However, they worked very hard to 

ensure that the tank was successfully constructed while learning a lot from the 

artisans and technicians.  

Water is a major problem facing the people from this village whom had to walk 

long distances (about an hour) in search for water. This situation in a way slowed 

down the rain water harvesting tanks construction .Due to this reason,  we were 

at times forced to use our vehicle to fetch some construction water , and also 

forced to construct a dug shallow well to be used for storing water for 

construction purposes., Even though the collected water in the dug shallow well 

was not enough to suffice the construction activity,  but in a way it really helped 

us during the whole construction period since curing water to be used the 

following day was stored in that well. 
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In this village, there were no village artisans (fundis) at all and so it was very 

difficult to work with them since they did not even have any building/ constriction 

materials or any of the construction equipment; we had to buy two trowels for 

the village artisans to be trained with and to help the district artisans during the 

construction of the tank. We were able to train 4 of the villagers who had no 

initial construction skills at all. They included: 

1. Lucus Tovino 
2. Ismael Mpwago 

3. Saidi Athumani 

4. Hassan livenga 
5. In this village, there was no any water catchment structure and there was 

no budget for that however, it had to be built so that water could be 

collected into the tank. This catchment was constructed using local 

materials since it was not in the budget and yet the tank was meant to be 

collected over a roof. An extra cost was incurred by TAEEs over this to 

make the work appreciated, sensible and meaningful. 

6. Nevertheless, by the end of constructing the tank, it was realized that the 
tank in total had a capacity to collect 12m3 contrary to the initial plan 

which was to construct 10m3 
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b) Catchment area 

In this village, a structure was built from which water was to be collected from. 

This was a structure constructed using local materials and readily available 

locally (i.e. wooden poles) and other materials from local market such as timber 

and iron sheets  and water gutters of which was out of the budget but because 

there was no any other means of tapping the rain water to the tank, the roof 

catchment had to be constructed. During the construction of this structure, the 

villagers urged that we should construct a permanent structure (made of 

concrete with bigger size) but due to the limited budget, we constructed what we 

could afford at that particular time, hoping that the people will as well learn and 

copy the same at their residential homes. 

  

Roof catchment for rain water harvesting. Photo by courtesy of TAEEs, 2011 

5.2.2 Ding’wida 

a) Rain Water Harvesting Tank 

In this village, there was maximum cooperation amongst the villagers and their 

local leaders. They at least had one person who had construction experience and 

some of the construction equipments were available unlike  Rudipe village where 

there was none.  Sometimes, when we went to the site the next day, we find 

them already started on the next construction step something which was so 

much pleasing to us and also the artisans themselves. Although water in this 

village was a scarce resource, but the people were very punctual and cooperative 

in bringing some water for construction.  In this village, only one day of all the 

days we spent there constructing the tanks that our vehicle was used for fetching 

some water for construction, despite the fact that  they also accessed water from 

the nearby village (Moma ) which is also located far.  
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Since they had a village cereal storage house (go down) from which the rain 

water could be captured from, we therefore did not have to build another one. 

Four of the villagers were able to gain skills on building and construction of the 

Ferro-cement tank, namely: 

1. Shamte  Athuman 

2. Ahmed Hassan 

3. Issah 
4. Mponda Ismael 

The Ding’wida storage tank whose measurements were a bit adjusted to 2.3m 

height and 2.7m diameter ended up with 13.16m3 storage capacity from the 

initial 10m3 designed and budgeted storage capacity 

After the whole task of construction was completed, the tanks were handed over 

to the villagers officially in the presence of a representative from the District 

Council.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

6.0 General challenges  

The following were the general challenges encountered by the team: 

• The settlements of the villagers were found to be scattered in a way that 

made it difficult to mobilize the villagers whenever needed, especially 
during village assemblies and during WATSAN committees training 

sessions. This factor made some of the village assemblies’ time to be 
delayed, while some village members attended to the village 

meetings/trainings very late compared to the scheduled time. 

 
• Villagers were somehow reluctant to contribute to water and sanitation 

projects due to past experience which showed that there were some few 
projects initiated and demanded contribution from the villagers and 

nothing of whatsoever they were promised was done, this past experience 
had disappointed them to the extent that some of them did not ever trust 

any other newly introduced project in the village.  
 

• Agricultural activities caused a delay in starting time of the village 
assemblies/meetings due to the fact that most villagers during this season 

had to attend first to their farms and then attended to the meeting, while 
at some instances having poor attendance in the meetings as contributed 

by the agriculture activities. 
 

• Some village leaders and WATSAN committee members demanded some 

payments during training sessions for their time and assistance to 
facilitation team. It was observed that at some point, some of the 
activities lagged behind due to that factor. Though those who attended the 
WUA formation were given some allowance, they ended up complaining 

that it wasn’t enough for them 
  

• Bad timing to hold facilitation activities during this period since many 

people always attend to their farms hence they pay less concentration to 

other activities. On the other hand, poor infrastructure and heavy rains in 

(February – May) ended up tampering with our time plan hence more days 

were used than  was innitially planned. 

• During the construction of rainwater harvesting tanks water for 

construction was the major challenge. 

 

 

• A big challenge faced was poor infrastructure (roads to project villages) 

especially during the rainy season. Accessibility to project villages was a 

bit hard especially during rainy season as there were many potholes and 
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in some instances culverts/bridges were dismantled completely. For 

instance, on our way to Nakada, we found a certain bridge at Chekereni 

broken and disconnected and neither vehicle nor motorcycle could go 

beyond this point and this made the team (both technical and facilitation) 

to spend more time and resources.  

6.1 Challenges during demonstration of squatting slabs and construction of 

RWHTs 

During demonstration sessions of improved pit latrine squatting slabs, the 
facilitation team observed various challenges including the following: 

• The issue of allowances seems to be a serious problem since there were 
no amounts set aside to pay them; participants highly demanded 

something like meal allowances, water, soda, etc. Since they use their 
time for the benefit of the community where they could do their own 

economic activities to get something for their families. Also, they stay a bit 
longer without eating or having any drink or bite. 

• Other WATSAN committees were  replaced by the new ones something 

which made it difficult for them to cope during the training. The previous 
committees in Mabatini, Ndumbwe, received the first phase training and 

was planned to receive the second phase training. This resulted to 
confusion where the new committee needed the whole package of topics 

be covered.  

• Attendance was not good due to the peak cashew nut harvest season and 
hence may people went for harvesting and left gaps in attending the 

trainings 

•  Many of the villages lack water to an extent that we had to wait for 
someone to rush for about 4 kilometer to get water for the demonstration, 

i.e water for constructing demo slabs were fetched far way (4km). 

• During the construction of the tanks, the major challenge was lack of water 

for construction. 

• Another challenge ahead of all was that regardless of the constructed 

RWHTs, still the tanks would not have solved their problem of lack of water 

as they had to wait until rain season. Nevertheless, 12m3 storage tank for 

the whole village isn’t enough at all.  

• . 
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4.0 Conclusion 

Taking general project design objective, goal and reflecting back to the activities 

implemented and the villagers and village leaders support, this project has 

brought a notable changes, support and coordination between implementing 

stakeholders namely WaterFinns, TAEEs, Mtwara DC, village and ward leaders 

and community at large. Regardless the challenges ahead which merely are 

water scarcity in large parts of Mtwara DC, the project has been accepted by 

Mtwara DC, ward executive officers (WEOs), village leaders as well as community 

and the demand to extend such service is still needed by district council as well 

as neighboring villages.  

As the project was getting to the end, TAEEs with support from Mr. Elliot had 

contact with NIRA Managing Director who supported TAEEs with two Brass taps 

with $50 and were taken to Mtwara (Chemchem village) and were the district 

council fixed them in free flowing DPs in Chemchem but unfortunately in few 

weeks, all were dismantled once again and water continued to flow freely. This 

entirely was disappointing not only to funders but also to implementers (TAEEs) 

and the supervisors (Mtwara DC). The district must do something to make sure 

that the Chemchem people get water usage discipline and feel the pains 

experienced by their fellow Chekereni and Nakada villages who starve to access 

water. 

5.0 Recommendation 

The implementation team came up with the following recommendations 

• Demand for water is very high in all villagers so more funds are needed to 

ensure provision of clean and safe water is fulfilled as per project 
objectives. 

• Close contact should be done by all stakeholders of the project to make 

sure that the action plan set is implemented as planned (there should be a 
budget for follow-up, monitoring and evaluation of project impacts) 

• Facilitation team recommends that something to eat or allowances should 

be prepared to make participants participate fully during the training 
sessions in subsequent trainings.  

• Also, the trainings and other undertakings if possible should be well 
designed such that it doesn’t highly interfere agricultural undertakings to 

ensure that there is high participation of many community members but it 
shouldn’t be a hindrance for project implementation since not that all 
people do go to farms. 
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4.2 Field photos  

 

gravel, cement & sand mixing for 

squatting slabs molding at Changarawe  

Village 

Filling the mixture in the squatting slabs 

models at Changarawe Village 

Demonstrating how to construct the 

squatting slab, Mkonye village 

 Demonstrating how to fix wire mesh in 

the mold, Mkonye village 
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More demonstration goes on at 

Ndumbwe village 

Facilitation of demonstration of 

squatting slab, Rudipe village 

Mixing sand and cement, Rudipe  More demo goes on Rudipe  

Casting the slab at Nakada  
Casting the slab at Mkwajuni Chini 
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Construction of RWHT at Rudipe Village 

 
Preparation casting the concrete base at Ding’wida 

village 

 
Casting of concrete base Ding’wida village 

 
Finishing tank base at raised foundation, Rudipe 

village 

 
Setting out the tank using wire mesh, Rudipe 

village 

 
First coating applied inside, Ding’wida village 

 
Preparing  for second coat, Ding’wida village 
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Continual smearing second coat, Rudipe village  

Finished RWT at Ding’wida village 

 
Constructed catchment structure for Ding’wida tank 

 
Christine assisting villagers to fetch water for 

construction purposes, Rudipe village 

 
Preparing for second and final coat, Rudipe 

 
Finishing up the tank, Rudipe village 
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Finished storage tank at Rudipe village 

 
Temporary constructed structure for storing 

water for construction purposes in Rudipe and 

Ding’wida villages 

 

 

 

 


